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People seem to be worried about a recession
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Concerns about a recession spiked after yield curve inverted
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Indeed, some real reasons to worry: Growth relies on China…
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…and China is slowing
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Trade, production, and confidence are also falling
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Open, industrial economies are suffering the most
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Our clients are split on the chances of a recession soon
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What would a recession look like today?
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What would a recession look like today? Based on history…
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What would a recession look like today? 4 million job losses
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What would a recession look like today? Based on history… 
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What would a recession look like today? One less car
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What would a recession look like today? Based on history…
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What would a recession look like today? Based on history…
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What would a recession look like today? Political change
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What would a recession look like today? Political change
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Some stylized facts about recessions
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Recessions have a fairly consistent shape: Ws, Ls are rare
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Recessions have a fairly consistent shape: V-shape
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Recessions are becoming less frequent
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Recessions and the stock market
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What part of the economy falls most? Consumption is big…
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What part of the economy falls most? 
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What part of the economy falls most? Consumption is important…
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What part of the economy falls most? But investment more volatile
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What causes recessions?
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What causes recessions? Money: Too much…
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What causes recessions? Money: Too little…
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What causes recessions? Policy “mistakes”
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What causes recessions? Shocks
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What causes recessions? Bubbles pop + leverage unwinds
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No Leverage Lots of leverage



What causes recessions? Fear of recessions
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Economists are awful at forecasting recessions
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The track record is…not good
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The track record is…not good
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Forecasting is hard: The economy changes over time
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Forecasting is hard: Timing of leading indicators is volatile
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Forecasting is hard: Data are delayed and inaccurate
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How likely is a recession in the coming quarters?
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Manufacturing down, but services has been resilient
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Services are a much more important part of employment
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International risks are easing: A Brexit ‘crash-out’ is unlikely
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International risks are easing: A US/China trade detente?
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Conclusions
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Source: Barclays Research

• There are good reasons to worry about a recession

• Important to watch both consumption and investment

• Causes of recessions vary. Money and credit often involved

• Recessions are hard to forecast 

• We don’t think a US recession is likely in the next year
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